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Summary of Breakout Session on 
Sustaining Fiscal Progress

• Discussion focused on four areas:
– Strengthening tax effort
– Increasing high quality spending
– Intensifying governance reform; and
– Developing the capital market

• For each area, proposed “key messages”
developed in prior meetings and distributed

• In what follows we summarize discussion in 
each area



1) Strengthening tax effort
• Issue: How to increase tax effort to achieve government goals of 

balancing the budget and increasing priority spending? Estimated 
additional tax effort need of 2½ – 3 percent of GDP 

• Recommended Actions:
– Identify quantitative monitorable targets under ongoing tax reform 

program at BIR/BOC so progress can be assessed.
• BIR presented comprehensive matrix identifying measures, time 

lines, and assisting donor agencies
• BOC also presented ongoing reforms

– Successfully prosecute selected high profile cases under RATE and 
RATS

• ADB presented analysis of current constraints in the prosecution
process and presented recommended actions

– Identify legislative measures if tax administration measures insufficient
• Discussion on rationalizing fiscal incentives to phase out redundant 

incentives
• Other possibilities for legislative measures



PRIORITY ACTIONPRIORITY ACTION MEASURABLE TARGETMEASURABLE TARGET
(DECEMBER 2007)(DECEMBER 2007)

1. Enhanced Registration 5 % increase in corporate taxpayers filing
95 % of corporate taxpayer registration checked and 
confirmed

2. Strengthened Audit Capabilities Risk-based National Audit Plan model developed ready 
for pilot in 2008
80 % of Revenue Officers (Assessment) trained for IFRS

3. Strengthened Legal & 
Enforcement

5 % increase in Income Tax Returns filed by 
professionals, self-employed and corporate taxpayers
116 cases filed in DOJ

4. Collection Enforcement & 
Arrears Management

10 % reduction in Accounts Receivables

5. Strengthened Taxpayer Service 
Devt. & Compliance

Execute Memorandum of Agreement between BIR and 
BOC, SEC, LTFRB, & LTO

6. Improved Org. & Performance 
Management System

Pilot PMS in selected offices

7. Nationwide Roll Out of 
Computerized Systems

25 Revenue District Offices under a computerized 
systems of business processes

BIR Action Agenda



BOC Five Point Action Agenda

• Revenue Enhancement
• Trade Facilitation
• Improved Enforcement and  

Informed Compliance
• Professionalizing Personnel
• Quality of Corporate Life 

Development



2) Increasing high quality spending

• Issue: How to raise high-quality spending, given 
absorptive capacity constraints, while  enhancing 
transparency and control of expenditure?

• Recommended actions:
– Build on successes of MTEF and OPIF: roll-out to other 

government agencies
– Widen implementation of rationalization program: (i) prioritize 

evaluation and approval of submitted plans; (ii) assist agencies
yet to submit plans; (iii) mitigate impact; (iv) muster additional 
political will for program implementation

– File bill on new compensation system in Congress in July 2007
– Improve and harmonize GOP and development partners’

procurement guidelines



3) Intensifying governance reform

• Recommended Actions:
– Communicate progress made in recent months on prosecution, 

prevention, and education, and identify goals for 2007.
• OMB presented recent progress in increasing conviction rate for 

cases tried before the Sandiganbayan and 52% increase in 2006 in 
number of cases involving high-ranking officials.

– Monitor recommendations of the Integrity Development Reviews
• OMB described IDR process and current IDRs in 5 agencies (BIR, 

BOC, LTO, DWPH, and PNP) and presented IDR 2007 plan
• Encourage monitoring by community groups

• Issues: 
– Identifying monitorable measures of progress
– Tradeoff between depth and breadth of corruption prevent 

programs



4) Developing the capital market
• Issue: How to further develop capital markets and the 

financial system to mobilize and better intermediate 
savings and to reduce vulnerabilities?

• Recommended Actions:
– Undertake study of options for revenue-neutral reforms for 

harmonized taxation of financial transactions
• Ongoing through USAID support

– Secure legislative passage of the credit bureau bill
• Seize opportunity in the June congressional session

– Obtain legislative approval for amendments to the BSP charter 
to further strengthen the banking system new Congress

– Further strengthen debt management, e.g. recent peso bond 
exchanges by BTr

– Harmonize regulation of banking and non-banking sectors



The PDF is an ongoing process.

The Working Group looks forward to 
meeting again in an interim session to 
assess progress against these goals
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